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About This Game

 Breath Of Warfare  - classic turn-based strategy with elements of RPG executed in a pleasant Low Poly graphics.

An exciting step-by-step strategy, with classic gameplay, is performed in the best traditions of the genre. The gameplay is
inspired by a series of X-COM games.

The game provides the ability to customize the unit for any style of passage. The outcome of the battle depends on the strategy
you devised and the tactics of combat. In the game there are more than 9 classes of characters, and it is planned to add new

ones. The game has a map editor that allows you to create your battlefield and play it with friends or against AI.

 Features:
- Powerful custom map editor

- Multiplayer game mode for 2 people
- Single player game mode

- Flexible and customizable team editor
- Different character classes
- Many weapons and armor
- Different characters skills

- Ability to play with friends on the created maps
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breath of warfare. breath of warfare steam

Hopefully workshop will bring action. We want blacks on blondes, not spreadsheet manager..

And yes, if you run mods, you cannot take screenshots.. How convenient.

Recomendation? NO

In Christ we trust. Fun frantic and fast. A great little game for local multiplayer, with a cast of knife\/bomb\/pigeon lobbing
Victorian lads and lasses. We've only played a small amount so far, but we will be playing more!

goplaythat.com. Like a few of the other reviewers have said, this is the first time I've purchased an addon at full price. Well
worth it: the amount of detail here is extreme, and all of the west suburban downtowns are lovingly crafted, especially
Naperville and Downers Grove.

If you're familiar with the BNSF\/Metra, this is a must-have. Period.. This game is the same♥♥♥♥♥♥like Horizon Source
was. Cant even start it, considering Im stuck at the ♥♥♥♥in creating a name screen. Good job, chinese ♥♥♥♥s, you managed
to ♥♥♥♥ up again. Oh, and btw, these guys got sued for using players video cards to farm bitcoins, so good luck with this
game. Cya!. Great ND game. If you've ever wanted to play as George or Bess or Ned, get this game! It was super fun and there
were a lot of mini-games that I loved. The characters are perfect and the story is on-point. This is definitely my favorite ND
game.. this game is so♥♥♥♥♥♥that i actually came to write a review
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Found all pages\/misprint or whatever.
Didnt find out what I had to do after that...
way to dark... I think the developer is on to something here. I think if the physics, ai, movement, and a few other things were
tweaked a little bit, this game could take off.. First off I think this game isnt for everyone, if you are a fan of B grade
action\/horrors you'll get a kick out of it. The game itself is quite challenging. Like most brawlers the enemies are recycled with
different abilities. There are zombies that walk, crawl, run at you, barf acid on you, even zombie dogs like in resident evil,
zombies that are fire that explode a bit after you kill them so be sure to give them some space after taking them down. Also
there are landmines tha you can coax zombies to run over that blow them up, just be sure not to walk over them. lol Its a litle
more difficult when there are landmines and a horde of zombies running after you. But you can fire a shock wave at them to
thin them out pretty quickly, but that needs to be replentished, which is a nice touch, surprisingly theres a lot of thining and
strategy in this game. I haven't played this game much, just got it for 40% off and glad I did, at first it kinda sucked, hard
controls etc. But the level up and coin system is pretty cool. Graphics arent bad but aren't really great either, but the smoke and
rain effects really do look cool in a 3D backdrop. I LOVE the back ground music, I find myself nodding my head as I play! This
is a very unique game directed at a very small audience. Theres not much play time to finish the game, but for the price I do feel
it warrants a buy and see. The story telling is typical shallow, but I got a good chuckle out of it.. A mind bending word game
that's for sure! Move the tiles in the direction they allow to form words which sounds simple but can end up being hair pulling. I
definitely recommend it for those that like to stretch their brain and feel the pain. XD. fun little game thats worth the cost.
very short and easy too 100% exept a little trouble with time trial but its overcoming.

needs more FORK and explosions!. It has nice, original and very chill gameplay so if you are an easy entertained gamer, this is
the game for you.. Epic game, full of beautiful pixels, a flawless soundtrack and a peculiar sense of humor. I never got that
Twitter integration working, which triggered some FoMO but that's the only negative remark I have. Waiting for the moon
phases added a nice pace to the game and Jim Guthrie literally rocks. Would recommend to anyone I care about.
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